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ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of this paper is to present preliminary findings regarding the implementation of 
technology in the foreign language classroom and the effects of this technology on second language 
learning.  This paper will first discuss the implementation of a technology-enhanced syllabus and 
then will focus on the effects of technology on writing using a number of different methods.   
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
he role of technology in second language learning has increased dramatically in the United States over 
the past decade.  These technologies include such elements as the use of Power Point, email 
exchanges, web based activities, and synchronous and asynchronous communication (through the use 
of threaded discussion boards, live chat, and virtual communities).   
 
 Biggs and Telfer (1987) suggest that learning is fostered under certain circumstances.  These include the 
motivational context, interaction with both peers and teachers, a well-structured knowledge base, and a high degree of 
learning activity.  Taking into consideration these prominent learning environments, new course materials were 
developed to include technology in order to provide students the opportunity to develop language skills at a higher 
level.  To this end, a number of computer-based applications as well as methods of delivery, were incorporated into 
the Spanish language curriculum.  These include:   
 
 digitized video and interactive listening comprehension quizzes,  
 interactive practice self-tests, 
 free writing exercises,  
 reading activities linked to authentic material on  the WWW,  
 on-line office hours so students might have more access to help, and 
 a virtual community 
 
  The new computer-based instructional technologies were incorporated in order to accomplish the following: 
 
 provide more visually stimulating course material, 
 attempt to address a wider variety of learning styles, 
 incorporate authentic materials found on the World Wide Web, 
 promote on-line communication in the target language,  
 encourage cultural comparisons, and 
 provide students with more opportunities to achieve success in foreign language reading, writing, listening, 
and speaking as well as second-culture competency. 
 
 Beginning Fall 2000, a technology-enhanced syllabus was put into place.  This syllabus included the 
following: 
 
 an electronic workbook 
 free writing, and 
 the use of a virtual community 
T 
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An explanation of each of these components follows.   
 
Electronic Workbook 
 
 In order to provide more time for students to be able to practice oral communicative skills, and following a 
communicative methodology in which grammar paradigms and grammar points are not explicitly taught but rather are 
taught in context, an electronic workbook was created.  Within this electronic workbook a number of different types 
of activities were incorporated.  These included: 
 
 Grammar and vocabulary practice, 
 Listening practice (through both audio and video), and 
 Web activities, including a “Preview” activity (open-ended, personalized responses), the information finding 
activity, and a “Postview” activity in which students are required to relate the information that they learned to 
real life events. 
 
Free Writing  
 
 In order to give students the opportunity to practice their language skills and be creative with the language in 
a non-threatening environment, a free writing component was interwoven into the curriculum.  Students were required 
to write once a week over a twelve-week period.  No subject nor length requirements were imposed.   
 
Virtual Community  
 
 A virtual community differs from Chat, Instant Messaging, ICQ, etc.  It is both asynchronous and 
synchronous communication.  A virtual community provides an opportunity for creativity (Gill 2005).  On the one 
hand, one defines his or her own space through the creation of objects which are then described vividly through 
words, photos, audio clips, video clips, music, etc.  At the same time, one can meet “virtually” in this community to 
practice talking (through text) with other language learners and/or with native speakers of a language.  The virtual 
community also provides a forum in which discussion of topics may take place.  These topics may be a theme which 
is being discussed by students at different institutions who then connect to discuss that theme or even a class which 
connects, breaks into small groups, and discusses a theme.  Research has shown that students who do not participate 
face-to-face will be more active in this type of environment.  (Hartman, Neuwirth, Kiesler, Sproull, Cochran, 
Palmquist, and Zabrow 1995, Beauvois 1994; Gill 2005).   
 
 Each of these components plays a significant role in language acquisition and the language learning process.  
Therefore, the present study will look at the effects of the technology-enhanced syllabus in the area of writing and will 
briefly discuss initial results with regard to reading/listening and the use of virtual communities. 
 
WRITING 
 
 Research has shown that the use of technology in the form of writing has had positive effects in a number of 
different areas including cultural awareness (Sanaoui and Lapkin 1992), student motivation (Warschauer 1996), and 
development of linguistic skills and an overall improvement in writing (Beauvois, 1998; Cononelos and Oliva 1993, 
Warschauer 1996, among others).  The present study will concentrate on the development of linguistic skills and the 
overall improvement in writing.   
 
 In order to look at the effects of technology on writing, an intent to duplicate and extend a study conducted 
by Gonzalez-Bueno and Perez (2000) was undertaken to examine language and accuracy.   
 
 From Fall 2000 to Spring 2003 eight classes of students between the ages of 18-55+ enrolled in Elementary 
Spanish II (equivalent to Spanish 1507) and Intermediate Spanish 1 (equivalent to Spanish 2301) from three branch 
campuses of the same University and using the same textbook participated in this project.  Four of the classes 
provided a “technology-enhanced syllabus” while the other four classes did not use a technology-enhanced syllabus.  
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The non-technology enhanced syllabus courses were taught using the textbook and pencil-and-paper workbook, the 
instructors following the book from page to page, using only the activities found in the textbook.  The technology-
enhanced syllabus courses also used the same textbook, but unlike the non-technology enhanced syllabus classes, the 
course was infused with technology and did not use only the guided input and output activities of the textbook.  The 
infusion of technology was accomplished by paralleling course themes and functions with appropriate computer 
applications such as streaming audio and video, an electronic workbook, internet web activities, Power Point, virtual 
communities, and email.   
 
 The study consisted of two components, a language attitude questionnaire and free writing, done once a 
week, on topics of the students’ choice. 
 
Language Attitude Questionnaire 
 
 Learning is fostered under certain circumstances, including the motivational context, interaction with both 
peers and teachers, and a high degree of learning activity.  In order to have a perception of a student’s motivation to 
learning a language and therefore a motivation to writing in the target language, at the beginning and end of each 
semester, all students were given a pre- and post-language attitude questionnaire in order to observe attitude towards 
language learning, computer use, and basic skills in general.  The results of the questions related to this study can be 
found in Tables 1 and 2. 
 
 
Table 1:  Pre-Language Attitude Questionnaire 
Survey question Mean (Group 1) Mean (Group 2) 
I enjoy doing things on the computer 4.72 4.63 
I enjoy lessons on the computer 3.21 3.09 
I think it takes a long time to finish when I use the computer 3.12 3.00 
Working with a computer makes me nervous 2.98 2.85 
Computers do not scare me at all 3.42 3.50 
I can learn more from computers than books 3.16 2.86 
I believe that it is very important for me to learn to use a computer. 4.23 4.40 
I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to use a computer 3.89 4.02 
I enjoy writing 4.13 4.00 
I enjoy writing in Spanish 3.62 3.54 
 
Table 2:  Post-Language Attitude Questionnaire 
Survey question Mean (Group 1) Mean (Group 2) 
I enjoy doing things on the computer 4.67 4.78 
I enjoy lessons on the computer 4.11 3.26 
I think it takes a long time to finish when I use the computer 3.75 3.14 
Working with a computer makes me nervous 2.43 2.38 
Computers do not scare me at all 3.94 3.75 
I can learn more from computers than books 3.34 3.10 
I believe that it is very important for me to learn to use a computer. 4.43 4.48 
I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to use a computer 2.99 3.75 
I enjoy writing 4.10 4.20 
I enjoy writing in Spanish 3.97 3.26 
 
 
 In both Tables 1 and 2, Group 1 refers to the “Technology-Enhanced Syllabus” group of students, while 
group 2 refers to the students enrolled in the “Non-technology enhanced syllabus classes.  The mean scores are based 
on a five-point scale.  Table 1 indicates minimal attitudinal differences with respect to computers, their use, and 
language learning (that is, writing).   
 
 Comparing the post-language attitude results in Table 2 with the pre-language attitude results in Table 2, 
within groups and between groups, it is possible to note some differences.  First, looking at both groups, we see that 
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students are more comfortable using computers, possibly due to the high use of technology in all courses.  Second, 
with regard to the statement “I think it takes a long time to finish when I use the computer”, we note little difference in 
Group 2, whereas in Group 1 this question has a higher mean.  Further investigation of this question appears not to 
necessarily relate to writing, but rather to homework done on the computer.  A representative written student response 
in reply to this question is the following:  “It’s okay in helping me with my Spanish, but there always seems to be 
some sort of complications in doing the homework.” 
 
 The final question,  “I enjoy writing in Spanish” also include interesting results.  Within Group 1, the mean 
on the pre-attitude language questionnaire was 3.62 while the post-attitude questionnaire was 3.97, an increase in the 
mean, while in Group 2 there was a decrease in the mean (3.54 to 3.26).  A possible explanation for this may be the 
types of writings.   
 
 In Group 2, the instructors follow the textbook from page to page, activity to activity.  There are guided input 
and output writing activities, focusing on the grammatical and functional points in that particular section.  In Group 1, 
the technology-enhanced courses, students use multimedia and authentic realia for some of their writing activities, 
therefore providing a wider diversity of topics.   
 
 A second possible explanation is related to the free writing activities.  The non-technology-enhanced courses 
turned in their free writings at the end of the ten minute period and received credit.  On the other hand, the 
technology-enhanced courses submitted their free writings electronically.  Students received acknowledgment of their 
free writing and, if appropriate, a comment and/or question back in response, providing the students the possibility to 
continue an individual interaction with the instructor.   
 
FREE WRITINGS 
 
 The second component to this research involved the free writings done by students on a weekly basis.  The 
non-technology enhanced syllabus courses were asked to free write during one class period each week for ten minutes, 
while the technology-enhanced syllabus courses were asked to submit a free writing once a week electronically.  All 
students were told that the topic on which they wrote was of their choice and that they could use their textbooks, 
dictionaries, handouts, etc.  In other words, anything that was available to them. 
 
 Each student wrote one free writing a week for fifteen weeks; the free writing correction code was modified 
from one used by Lalande (1982) and is attached as part of your handout.  All messages which were actual free 
writings were analyzed.  A number of free writings were excluded as they were either (1) a vocabulary list from the 
chapter being studied or (2) paragraphs, poems, etc., were copied directly from the textbook.  All other free writings 
were analyzed by two people (a participating professor and a second researcher with a specialization in testing) and 
the results compared.  Reliability was assessed by comparing the number of coding agreements between the 
researchers and calculating the reliability by using the formula developed by Hosti (1969, cited in Gonzalez-Bueno 
and Perez 2000) and seen on your handout as Figure 1: 
 
 Reliability = 2(M) 
    N1+N2 
Where: 
 
 M = number of coding decisions on which there was agreement 
 N1 = total number of coding decisions by rater 1; and 
 N2 = total number of coding decisions by rater 2. 
 
The reliability was calculated at 0.98. 
 The free writings were analyzed in four areas.  First, we examined the topics chosen for the free writings.  
The purpose of this analysis was to observe whether students stayed within their comfort zone with respect to theme, 
i.e., would students write about topics which were being discussed in class or would they venture into unknown areas.  
Table 3 on your handout shows the results of this study.   
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Table 3:  Comparison Of Topics Of Free Writings 
(% Of Textbook Related To % Non-Textbook Related) 
 Technology-Enhanced Non-technology Enhanced 
Week Elem. Span. 2 Inter. Span. 1 Elem. Span. 2 Inter. Span. 2 
 Text Free Text Free Text Free Text Free 
1 93 7 88 12 100 0 93 7 
2 90 10 83 17 97.5 2.5 90 10 
3 92 8 83 17 98 2 90 10 
4 84 16 68 32 94 6 89 11 
5 65 35 66 34 90 10 86 14 
6 85 15 53 47 94 6 80 20 
7 82 18 70 30 92 8 76 24 
8 77 23 75 25 94 6 77 23 
9 79 21 68 32 91 9 83 17 
10 74 26 56 44 93 7 86 14 
11 68 32 65 35 96 4 79 21 
12 71 29 73 27 87 23 82 18 
13 75 25 82 18 83 27 84 16 
14 78 2 75 25 89 21 75 25 
15 60 40 82 18 82 28 71 29 
p < .038 
 
 
 Topics covered in Elementary Spanis 2 include:  food, drink, free time activities, and abuses and injuries 
from physical activity; Intermediate Spanish 1 includes the Chinese Horoscope, living in the city and country, 
clothing, professions, and travel.  Topics which students discussed which were outside of the realm of the book 
included:  the death of a pet, illness, weather, culture diversity projects, Easter (all for Elementary Spanish 2); cultural 
diversity projects, scavenger hunt, pros and cons of censorship, the educational system, magazines, hair cuts, talking 
with other students, i.e., virtual community activities (all for Intermediate Spanish 1).   
 
 Table 3 shows the breakdown of the percentage of topics which were textbook related versus “free” for 
Elementary Spanish 2 and Intermediate Spanish 1 courses for the technology-enhanced and on-technology enhanced 
courses.  As we can see, students in Elementary Spanish 2 for both the technology and non-technology courses stayed 
within the realm of the topics of the textbook to a higher degree than those in Intermediate Spanish 1.  However, those 
students in Elementary Spanish 2 in the technology-enhanced courses took more chances than those in the non-
technology enhanced courses.  We also note that the percentage of textbook topics does not decrease steadily from 
week 1 to week 15; instead, there are intervals when students use textbook themes more or less.  For example, in week 
4, 84% of the free writings of students in Elementary Spanish 2 in the technology enhanced courses were related to the 
topic of the textbook (i.e., food and beverage).  This was the final week of that specific topic, students had “visited” 
restaurants in other countries, had created “restaurants” along with their menus and presented them in class, and had 
spoken with many native speakers and read descriptions of different dishes in a virtual community.  Therefore, the 
topics of food and beverage were salient in the minds of the students.  On the other hand, in week 5, the first week of a 
new topic, the Elementary Spanish 2 free writings for these same students were only related to the theme of the course 
in 65% of the cases.  Week 5 of this course parallels “Fall Break” in the Fall and is close to “Spring Break” in the 
Spring.  Therefore, many of the free writings by these students are related to those occasions or events which are 
either leading up to or are the result of these holidays.  By the end of the semester, Week 15 students in Elementary 
Spanish 2 take more chances in which they venture into areas which are unrelated to the textbook, i.e., what they are 
going to do during Summer vacation or Winter break. 
 
 Intermediate Spanish 1, which meets the language requirement for a number of degree programs at the 
University, is the third course in a series and at this point students are more willing to venture outside of the textbook 
(in all courses).  However, students in the technology-enhanced courses tended to discuss themes which were outside 
of the realm of the textbook more often.  One possible explanation for this is that in Intermediate Spanish 1 courses, 
students use both synchronous and asynchronous communication, including interacting with other second language 
learners as well as native speakers.  Therefore, many of the free writings are related to meetings on-line that these 
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students may have had that were not related to what was being discussed in class.  The free writings were also 
analyzed for the length of message.  Table 4 shows this analysis. 
 
 
Table 4:  Length Of Messages 
Technology-Enhanced Non-Technology-Enhanced 
Elem. Span. 2 Inter. Span. 1 Elem. Span. 2 Inter. Span. 1 
7.6 8.4 4.55 6.1 
 
 
 Table 4 shows the number of sentences written by students in the technology-enhanced courses versus the 
non-technology-enhanced courses.  Sentences which were one word (for example, “Hola”) were omitted.  Although it 
appears that the students in the technology-enhanced courses have free writings which are longer, the numbers may be 
eschewed.  As students enrolled in the technology-enhanced courses sent their free writings electronically and 
therefore could spend as much time as necessary, or as much time as they wanted to spend.  On the other hand, those 
in the non-technology-enhanced courses were constrained by the ten minutes in one specific class period.  As 
suggested by Gonzalez-Bueno and Perez (2000), it is necessary to examine free writing in which all students either are 
given a specific time period in which to write (i.e., ten minutes in one specific time period) or all students are given 
unlimited time (i.e., the technology-enhanced courses submit a free writing once a week while the non-technology-
enhanced rouses turn in to their instructors a free writing done outside of class once a week).  This investigation is in 
progress.  However, initial findings are parallel to the findings in Table 4, although the sample is still small.   
 
 The last component of the free writings which was analyzed was grammar accuracy and vocabulary use.  As 
stated earlier, each of the free writings were coded, analyzed, and compared by two investigators.  Sentences (1)-(4) 
below are examples of free writings done during the forth week of the semester. 
 
ELEMENTARY SPANISH 2 (Technology enhanced) 
 
1.  Hola!  He decidido decirle sobre mi perro.  Tieno un “brittany spaniel”.  Su nombre es Brittany.  Original, 
no es?  Ella es 7 anos de viejo.   
 
Muy muy la estropean.  La amamos mucho.  Mi padre le comida sobre mitad de su cena cada noche.  El 
alimento es su vida.  Ella cree que ella posee la cama de mis padres.  Ella y mi gato consiguen adelante realmente bien.  
Juegan realmente juntos.  Ella es un bebé sin embargo.  Ella está asustada de tormentas ella también odia fuegos 
artificiales.  Ella realmente odia conseguir baños también  Ella sabe inglés.  Tuvimos que comenzar a deletrear cuando 
deseamos decir algo que ella sabe.  Pero ella sabe ahora deletrear algunas cosas también.  Puede ser que tengamos que 
comenzar a hablar en español! 
 
“1.  Hi!  I have decided to write about my dog.  I have a „brittany spaniel‟.  Her name is Brittany.  Original, 
isn‟t it?  She is seven years old. 
 
They spoil her a lot.  We love her a lot.  My father gives her have of his dinner every night.  Food is her life.  
She thinks she owns my parents bed.  She and my cat get along really well.  They really play together.  She is a baby 
nevertheless.  She is afraid of storms and she also hates fireworks.  She really hates to have baths also.  She knows 
English.  We had to start spelling when we want to say something that she knows.  But she now knows how to spell 
some things too.  It could be that we will have to start speaking Spanish!” 
 
INTERMEDIATE SPANISH (Technology-Enhanced) 
 
2.  Creo que el sistema de educación en Los Estados Unidos nececita cambiar.  Recíen he pensado sobre esto 
tema y si fuera posible, lo cambiaría.  Primero haría una regla que todos los estados tienen la mismas clases.  Segundo, 
no permitiría que los estudiantes adelantar al proximo curso sin los aprobados.  A mí no me importa cuantos veces el 
estudiante necesita repetir la clase.  Finalmente, extendería el día de escuela.  Lo empesaría a las 8 y terminaría a las 5. 
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“2.  I believe that the educational system in the United States needs to change.  Recently I have thought about 
this topic and if it were possible, I would change it.  First, I would make a rule that every state has the same classes.  
Second, I wouldn‟t permit students to continue without passing their courses.  It‟s not important to me how many times 
a student needs to repeat a class.  Finally, I would extend the school day.  It would begin at 8:00 and end at 5:00.” 
 
ELEMENTARY SPANISH 2 (Non-Technology) 
 
3.  Me gusta el helado pero no me gusta las calorías en el helado.  Me gusta las uvas y me gusta que las uvas 
son nutritivos.  El examen en mericoles esta no bueno.  Anoche tomaba mucho alcoholico.  No esta bueno. 
 
“I like ice cream but I don‟t like the calories in ice cream.  I like grapes and I like that grapes are nutritious.  
The test on Wednesday is not good.  Last night I drank alot of alcohol.  That‟s not good.” 
 
INTERMEDIATE SPANISH 1 (Non-Technology) 
 
4.  En el fin de semana, quiero trabajar en el jardín.  Quiero no está lloviendo.  Si está lloviendo, trabajo en la 
casa.  En sabado en la noche mi esposo y yo iremos comer con mai hermana y su esposo.  En domingo, yo quiero ir a 
visitar mis padres.   
 
“4.  During the weekend, I want to work in the garden.  I don‟t want it to be raining.  If it is raining, I will 
work in the house.  Saturday night my wife and I will go eat with my sister and her hustand.  On Sunday, I want to go 
to visit my parents.” 
 
 Examples (1)-(4) are representative of free writings done by students in the technology-enhanced and the 
non-technology enhanced courses during the fourth week of the semestre.  The topics for Elementary Spanish 2 and 
Intermediate Spanish 1 are Food and Living in the City or Country, respectively.  As can be seen, there are 
grammatical erros in each of the writings.  In Example 1, phrases such as “decirle” and “puede ser que tengamos” by 
this student are phrases which have possibly been encountered in readings or listening activities which have been done 
in homework assignments.  In other instances, words appear to be separate words that have been looked up and added 
(for example, the phrase “consiguen adelante realmente bien”).  Example 2 is a theme which is outside of the textbook 
theme, although this student has incorporated the conditional tense (the grammar point for this chapter) as well as a 
“si” clause, a learned phrase in the chapter.   
 
 Example 3 follows (at least at the beginning) the topic of the textbook, as well as the grammar point (the verb 
“gustar”).  As can be seen, the grammar point is still in the process of being learned, at times having the correct form 
and other times not. 
 
 Finally, example 4 is somewhat related to the textbook theme (city or country).  Again there are some basic 
grammatical errors, as can be found in other free writings at this level.  The student stayed within the realm of known 
information, using topics which were familiar from past and present Spanish courses.   
 
 It is difficult to compare the measurement of the number of grammatical errors per message of the two 
groups considering the differences in length of message.  An analysis of the messages showed an average 5.5 and 3.4 
errors per message for Elementary Spanish 2 and Intermediate Spanish 1 students, respectively, for those in the 
technology enhanced courses and 4.1 and 3.25 errors per message for Elementary Spanish 2 and Intermediate Spanish 
1 students, respectively, for those in the non-technology enhanced courses.  Although these numbers are similar, when 
taking into consideration the length of message and the topic of the message, these numbers suggest that the 
technology-enhanced courses have better accuracy.  Further investigation is needed in this area and is in progress.   
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READING AND LISTENING COMPREHENSION 
 
 I have only touched upon one skill in which technology has a notable effect.  However, test scores in which 
reading comprehension, listening comprehension, and grammar/vocabulary for both the technology-enhanced courses 
and non-technology-enhanced courses have been monitored and recorded from Fall 2000 to present.  The initial 
results show that there is a statistically relevant (p < .024) increase in Listening and Reading Comprehension skills 
within the technology-enhanced courses, while there has been little change in the Listening and Reading 
Comprehension ability in the non-technology enhanced courses.  With regard to grammar and vocabulary testing, the 
results are also relevant.  As was discussed, the technology-enhanced courses pull the “drill and kill” activities out of 
the classroom in order to provide more time for communicative activities (in which the students must use the grammar 
and vocabulary).  In contrast, in the non-technology enhanced courses, grammar explanations, vocabulary drills, etc. 
are kept in the classroom.  Initial results show that students in both courses fair equally well on exams relating to 
vocabulary and grammar.  This is important, as it demonstrates the ability to take out explicit grammar explanations, 
bring in more communicative activities, and students do not suffer as a result.   
 
VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES 
 
 Finally, the use of virtual communities has also had an effect on student learning.  Kern (1996) found that 
“learners now view the computer as a medium through which they must negotiate meaning through interaction, 
interpretation, and collaboration rather than as a finite, authoritative informational base for carrying out a stipulated 
language task.”  Studies have also shown that there is a greater equality within discussions.  It has been stated that this 
equality is due to (1) a reduction in social context clues which are related to race, handicap, gender, accent and status 
(Sproull and Kiesler 1991); (2) a reduction of nonverbal cues (smiling, frowning, hesitating, etc.) (Finholt, Kiesler, & 
Sproull 1986); and (3) the ability to participants to contribute at a pace which is suitable to him/her (Sproull & Kiesler 
1991).    
 
 Our studies have shown similar results.  Students are do not actively participate in oral discussion in class 
will participate in a virtual community situation and will take more turns than he or she would take in a face-to-face 
situation.  The majority of the written student responses to the virtual community activities were positive and similar 
to the following: 
 
 It was fun! 
 I got into the conversation.  I didn't worry about the grammar. 
 I wasn't nervous about making a mistake. 
 We should do this more often. 
 I was surprised I could "talk" so much in Spanish. 
 Two students had negative reactions (it is not known if they were in the same pair): 
 It was too fast.  I couldn't follow well. 
 Had no idea what was going on. 
 
 It is possible that the negative reaction was due to a lack of computer experience and/or a nontraditional 
student uncomfortable in that environment.  It is too early to statistically evaluate this area, although research is in 
progress.   
 
STUDENT PERCEPTIONS   
 
 Jaeger (1995:68) discusses the constraints of on-line education:  In on-campus classes, instructors tend to 
default to a control mode of teaching; that is, when students fail to manipulate materials as planned, a hovering 
instructor provides coaching or even micro-modeling of behaviors.  In distance science education contexts, these 
behaviors are impossible.  Participants are forced to be independent, to follow directions carefully, and to try 
alternatives when the first efforts fail.  As a result, participants are self-directed, taking ownership of ideas and goals 
presented in the course.  The also learn to depend on one another. 
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 Applying Jaeger's ideas not to an on-line class, but rather to the technology-infused second language course, 
we see by the comments of students that they were able to distinguish between simple memorization for succeeding 
on an exam and learning (i.e., taking ownership).  Table 5 below presents some student comments related to their 
perceptions on the development of language skills and true learning: 
 
 
Table 5:  Students Perceptions On The Development Of 
Language Skills And Learning 
Before, I was used to memorizing 10 to 15 words and getting easy points on an exam. 
I think if you'd organize all the Spanish classes this way it would really facilitate learning.  In other courses you memorize and 
forget.  This allows you to think in Spanish more. 
The written test is awesome.  At first I wanted more fill in the blank like other tests.  
Why did you select this class and level?  It would be great…but need to start at beginning, not at end.   
More confident.  Seems like this class was more involved than others. 
I liked all the components, especially the Cuaderno Electrónico (Electronic Journal), liked how she wrote back, the option of 
writing more and using computers more. 
I liked the challenge.  It was challenging, but fun. 
Enjoyed learning.  I read more. 
Liked learning through cultural things than through grammar. 
More comfortable writing.  Before we went right from the book. 
I can really get the gist when I read.  You learn Spanish because you have to read it. 
I can't believe I was able to write so much.  The exam on the web was great!  I had to think a lot, but I liked it. 
I improved in all areas.  I speak more in Spanish. 
When I designed my web page I thought in Spanish. 
 
Other comments revealed a need by a few students for a more structured traditional class. 
More grammar work, more practice with verbs. 
More help with homework and collect it. 
Go over tenses more in depth to understand when to use them. 
Web page is stressful. If I wanted to learn to design a web page I would have taken a course. 
 
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
 What we have presented here only touches upon the effects that technology has on second language learning.  
Technology is a powerful tool when used correctly.  Its effects on second language learning can be tremendous in all 
areas, from language skills (i.e., reading, listening, speaking, and writing) as well as providing students with the 
opportunity to (1) become more global and (2) develop higher level critical thinking skills.   
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